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An attack graph models the causal relationships between vulnerabilities. Attack graphs have important
applications in protecting critical resources in networks against sophisticated multi-step intrusions. Cur-
rently, analyses of attack graphs largely depend on proprietary implementations of specialized algorithms.
However, developing and implementing algorithms causes a delay to the availability of new analyses. The
delay is usually unacceptable due to rapidly-changing needs in defending against network intrusions. An
administrator may want to revise an analysis as soon as its outcome is observed. Such an interactive analy-
sis, similar to that in decision support systems, is desirable but difficult with current approaches based on
proprietary implementations of algorithms. This paper addresses the above issue through a relational ap-
proach. Specifically, we devise a relational model for representing necessary inputs, such as network con-
figurations and domain knowledge, and we generate attack graphs from these inputs as relational views.
We show that typical analyses can be supported through different type of searches in an attack graph, and
these searches can be realized as relational queries. Our approach eliminates the needs for implementing
algorithms, because an analysis is now simply a relational query. The interactive analysis of attack graphs
becomes possible, since relational queries can be dynamically constructed and revised at run time. As a
side effect, experimental results show that the mature optimization techniques in relational databases can
transparently improve the performance of the analysis.

1. Introduction

Attack graph is an important concept in defending against attackers who employ
multiple attack steps to gain privileges while evading detection. An attack graph
enumerates sequences of attack steps that may allow attackers to compromise critical
resources. By providing the context of attacks, an attack graph can reveal threats in
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a more meaningful way compared to isolated vulnerabilities. Attack graphs can help
to harden a network at the least cost through finding critical vulnerabilities whose
removal can prevent potential attacks [9,18]. Attack graphs are used to monitor and
predict intrusions for real-time attack responses [16,17]. Attack graphs may also be
used as a basis for designing network security metrics [19].

Presently, the analysis of attack graphs typically depends on proprietary imple-
mentations of specialized algorithms. Standard graph-related algorithms are not
directly applicable due to unique characteristics of attack graphs. An algorithm
must be developed and implemented before the corresponding analysis become
available. However, such a delay is usually unacceptable in defending against net-
work intrusions because the needs for analyzing attack graphs can change rapidly
due to constantly changing threats and network configurations. An administrator
may want to modify an analysis immediately after the analysis result is observed.
Such an interactive analysis, similar to that in decision support systems, is diffi-
cult if at all possible with current approaches of implementing specialized algo-
rithms.

This paper describes a relational approach to attack graph analysis. First, we model
necessary inputs including network configurations and domain knowledge as rela-
tional tables. We then generate attack graphs using relational queries, which can
either be materialized as relations or left as view definitions. The latter case is es-
pecially suitable for large networks where materializing the complete attack graph
is prohibitive. Second, we show through examples that typical analyses of attack
graphs can be supported through different type of searches in the attack graph, and
these searches can be realized as relational queries.

Our approach eliminates the needs for implementing specialized algorithms, be-
cause the analysis of attack graphs is now simply relational queries. The approach
enables the interactive analysis of attack graphs, since administrators can dynam-
ically construct or revise queries based on the outcome of previous analyses. As
a generalization of typical analyses, the searches in attack graphs studied in this
paper provide templates for writing queries for a broader range of analyses. As a
side-benefit, our experimental results show that the performance of an analysis can
usually be transparently improved by the mature optimization techniques found in
most relational databases.

1.1. Related work

Attack graph is a model of knowledge about the inter-dependency between vul-
nerabilities and the connectivity in network. By regarding a collection of security-
related conditions as a state and each exploit as a transition between these states, an
attack graph can be generated by searching forwards from the initial state or back-
wards from a given goal state. Model checking was first used to decide whether a
goal state is reachable from the initial state [10,11] and later used to enumerate all
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possible sequences of attacks connecting the two states [6,12]. The number of at-
tack sequences is potentially exponential, leading to prohibitive complexity. Hence,
a more compact representation was proposed based on the monotonicity assumption
(that is, an attacker never relinquishes an obtained capability) [2]. The new represen-
tation keeps exactly one vertex for each exploit or condition, leading to attack graphs
of polynomial size.

The analysis of attack graphs has played important roles in various aspects of
defending against network intrusions [6,8,9,12,16,19]. In contrast to data mining-
based approaches [13–15], attack graph-based analysis can usually provide results
with more certainty due to the domain knowledge encoded in an attack graph. The
minimal critical attack set analysis finds a minimal cut set in the attack graph whose
removal prevents any attacker from reaching the goal state [6,12]. However, the at-
tacks in a minimal critical attack set are not necessarily independent, and a conse-
quence cannot be removed without first removing its causes. This observation leads
to the minimum-cost hardening analysis, which finds a minimal set of security con-
ditions that can be disabled at will [9].

Finding the minimum set of attacks leading to a given goal is computationally
infeasible, whereas a minimal set can be found in polynomial time [2,6,12]. All
attacks involved in at least one such minimal set of attacks, namely, relevant attacks,
can also be enumerated [2]. The minimal number of attacks required for reaching
given goals can be found in polynomial time (although the exact set of attacks cannot
be) [2]. Finally, in exploit-centric alert correlation [8,16], an attack graph is used to
correlate isolated intrusion alerts into attack scenario and to predict possible future
attacks.

The afore-mentioned analysis of attack graphs is largely based on proprietary al-
gorithms. However, as mentioned earlier, this may delay a new analysis and make
interactive analysis impossible. To our best knowledge, our study is the first effort to-
wards removing this limitation and enabling interactive analysis of attack graphs. On
the other hand, decision support systems have long been used for interactive analysis
of business data. However, an analyst using decision support systems is usually inter-
ested in generalized data and statistical patterns, which is different from the analysis
of attack graphs. Recently, Agrawal et al. explore database technologies for imple-
menting the P3P standard [1], which shares a similar motivation with our work.

The preliminary results of this paper have appeared in [20]. The examples dis-
cussed there are generalized in this paper as different type of searches in an attack
graph, and queries written for these searches can thus be used as templates in writing
queries for other analyses. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
proposes a relational model for representing the attack graph. Section 3 then dis-
cusses how typical analyses can be generalized as different searches in attack graphs
and how these searches can be written as relational queries. Section 5 describes our
implementation of the proposed methods. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
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2. A relational model for representing attack graphs

We study the representation of attack graphs in relational model. First, Section 2.1
reviews basic concepts of attack graphs. Section 2.2 then proposes a relational model
for representing attack graphs.

2.1. Attack graph

We define attack graph as a directed graph having two type of vertices, exploits
and security conditions (or simply conditions). An exploit is a triple (hs, hd, v), where
hs and hd represent two connected hosts and v a vulnerability on the destination host
hd. A security condition is a pair (h, c), indicating the host h satisfies a condition c
relevant to one or more exploits. Notice that hs, hd and v are abstract notations (for
example, hs and hd can be host names, IP addresses, and so on, and v can be the
name of a vulnerability). Moreover, both exploits and conditions may occasionally
involve more or less hosts. For example, an exploit may require an intermediate host
as stepping stone between the source and destination hosts, and a condition may
apply to a pair of hosts. It is our belief that the methods proposed in this paper can
be extended to such cases.

Corresponding to the inter-dependency between exploits and conditions, there are
two types of edges in an attack graph. First, the require relation is a directed edge
pointing from a condition to an exploit, which means the exploit cannot be executed
unless the condition is satisfied. For example, an exploit (hs, hd, v) requires following
two conditions, that is the existence of the vulnerability v on hd and the connectivity
between hs and hd. Second, the imply relation pointing from an exploit to a condition
means executing the exploit will satisfy the condition. Notice that there is no edge
directly connecting two exploits (or two conditions). These concepts are illustrated
in Example 1 and formally characterized in Definition 1.

Example 1. The left-hand side of Fig. 1 shows a simple attack graph as our running
example. The attack graph indicates that by exploiting a buffer overflow vulnerability
in the Sadmind service (Nessus ID 11841), an attacker can gain the privilege of using
a remote machine. The right-hand side shows a simplified version where x denotes
the existence of the vulnerability, y the user privilege, and A the exploitation of that
vulnerability. The attack graph shows an attacker having user privilege on host 3
can exploit the vulnerability on hosts 1 and 2 and obtain user privilege on the hosts.
Notice that after an attacker has obtained user privilege on host 1, he/she can then
exploit host 2 from either host 3 or host 1.

Definition 1. Given a set of exploits E, a set of conditions C, a require relation
Rr ⊆ C × E, and an imply relation Ri ⊆ E × C, an attack graph G is the directed
graph G(E ∪ C, Rr ∪ Ri) (E ∪ C is the vertex set and Rr ∪ Ri the edge set).
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Fig. 1. An example of attack graph.

The two types of edges in an attack graph have different semantics. The require
relation is regarded as conjunctive, whereas the imply relation is disjunctive. More
specifically, an exploit cannot be realized until all of its required conditions have
been satisfied (different variations of an exploit that require different sets of condi-
tions should be regarded as different exploits), but a condition can be satisfied by
one of the realized exploits that imply that condition. Another important perspec-
tive is that conditions can be divided into initial conditions (those not implied by
any exploit) and intermediate conditions. The main reason for such a distinction is
that initial conditions can be independently disabled to harden a network, whereas
intermediate conditions cannot be without first removing the exploits implying them.

2.2. A relational model for attack graphs

Instead of modeling an attack graph, we model necessary inputs required for gen-
erating the attack graph. The attack graph then becomes the result of relational
queries over these inputs. Such a result may be materialized or simply kept as the
definition of relational views. This flexibility is important in cases where materializ-
ing the complete attack graph is prohibitive. The inputs we model include network
configuration and domain knowledge. Here network configuration refers to the net-
work connectivity, and that which host has which vulnerabilities. Domain knowledge
refers to the interdependency between different type of vulnerabilities and condi-
tions. These are illustrated in Example 2.

Example 2. To generate the attack graph in Example 1, we need the network con-
figuration and domain knowledge shown in Fig. 2. The left-hand side shows the
connectivity between three hosts. Initially, hosts 1 and 2 satisfy the condition x and
host 3 satisfies y. The right-hand side says that an attacker can exploit the vulnera-
bility A on the destination (denoted by the symbol D) host, if it satisfies x and the
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Fig. 2. An example of network configuration and domain knowledge.

source host satisfies y at the same time. This exploitation will then satisfy y on the
destination host.

We assume the domain knowledge required for generating attack graphs is avail-
able from tools like the Topological Vulnerability Analysis (TVA) system, which
covers more than 37,000 vulnerabilities taken from 24 information sources includ-
ing X-Force, Bugtraq, CVE, CERT, Nessus and Snort [5]. On the other hand, we
assume the configuration information including vulnerabilities and connectivity can
be obtained using available tools, such as the Nessus scanner [4].

The schemata of our model are given in Definition 2. The connectivity relation
represents the connectivity from the source host Hs to the destination host Hd. The
condition relation indicates that a host H has an initial condition C. The condition-
vulnerability dependency relation indicates that a condition C is required for exploit-
ing a vulnerability V on the destination host. The attribute F indicates whether the
condition C belongs to the source (S) or the destination (D) host. The vulnerability–
condition dependency relation indicates a condition C is satisfied by exploiting a
vulnerability V .

The next three relations and the condition relation together represent the complete
attack graph. Those relations may or may not need to be materialized. The vertices
are conditions (that is, the relation HC) and exploits (that is, the relation EX), and
the edges interconnecting them are represented by relations CE and EC. Each rela-
tion has a composite key composed of all attributes in that relation. Example 3 shows
the relational model of Example 2. We do not show an example for the complete at-
tack graph but shall provide partial examples in later sections.

Definition 2. Define the following relational schemata:

• Connectivity HH = (Hs, Hd),
• Condition HC = (H , C),
• Condition–vulnerability dependency CV = (C, F , V ),
• Vulnerability–condition dependency V C = (V , C),
• Exploit EX = (Hs, Hd, V ),
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Table 1

Representing network configuration and domain knowledge in relational model

hh(HH) hc(HC) cv(CV ) vc(V C)

Hs Hd H C C F V V C

1 2 3 y x D A A y

2 1 1 x y S A

3 1 2 x

3 2

• Condition–exploit CE = (H , C, Hs, Hd, V ),
• Exploit–condition EC = (Hs, Hd, V , H , C).

Example 3. To represent the network configuration and domain knowledge in Ex-
ample 2, Table 1 shows a set of relational schemata according to Definition 2.

The design of those schemata will be justified in later sections when we discuss
the generation and analysis of attack graphs using relational queries. Notice that for
clarity purposes we deliberately keep redundancy in the schema. In practice, one
may want to normalize the relations to avoid redundancy, such as adding an addi-
tional primary key to both HC and EX , and replacing CE and EC with these keys.
Also, the schema needs to be extended by adding more attributes, when exploits or
conditions involve more than two hosts. However, we leave out these straightforward
extensions for simplicity of discussions.

3. Searching attack graphs

Instead of only providing examples to a few analyses, this section first general-
izes typical analyses into generic searches in attack graphs (notice that such searches
are intended for any attack graphs, instead of being peculiar to special cases dis-
cussed before). The next section will then discuss how to write relational queries for
these searches. This approach allows the proposed queries to be used as templates
in writing queries for a broader range of analyses. First, based on the study of sev-
eral analyses that have previously appeared in the literature, Definition 3 classifies
searches in attack graphs along four diagonal dimensions.

Definition 3. We say a search in an attack graph is:

• forward if it follows the directed edges in an attack graph; conversely, it is
backward if it follows the edges in their reversed direction,

• logical if it takes into accounts the conjunctive nature of the require relation;
conversely, it is casual if it ignores that property,
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• positive if it starts from satisfied conditions; conversely, it is negative if it starts
from disabled conditions,

• duplicate-eliminating if it visits each vertex at most once; conversely, it is
duplicate-preserving if it visits vertices multiple times.

First, Example 4 illustrates the generation of an attack graph. This attack graph
is an example of a forward, logical, positive and duplicate-eliminating search. First,
it is forward since it follows the directed edges in their original direction. Second,
it is a logical search because it visits an exploit (for example, (3, 1, A)) only if the
required conditions are all satisfied (for example, (1, x) and (3, y)). Third, it is a posi-
tive search since it starts from the satisfied initial conditions (that is, (1, x), (3, y) and
(2, x)). Finally, it eliminates duplicates. For example, although the exploit (2, 1, A)
implies the condition (1, y), no duplicate copy of that condition is inserted (as de-
scribed earlier, the attack graph has no duplicate vertices as a result of the monotonic
assumption).

Example 4. Given the network configuration and domain knowledge in Example 2,
the attack graph in Fig. 1 can be generated by an iterative procedure as follows. Ini-
tially, the attack graph only includes the three initial conditions (1, x), (3, y), (2, x) as
vertices. First, domain knowledge implies that the conditions (1, x) and (3, y) jointly
imply the exploit (3, 1, A), and (2, x) and (3, y) jointly imply (3, 2, A). Second, the
two conditions (1, y) and (2, y) are satisfied. Next, we repeat the above two steps
with the two new conditions and insert four more edges between (1, y), (2, y) and the
two exploits. The process then terminates because no new conditions are inserted in
the second iteration.

Example 5 illustrates the vulnerability-centric alert correlation and prediction
method (before analyzing the attack graph, an alert actually needs to be mapped
to the corresponding exploit, which is omitted here for simplicity) [16]. Unlike the
generation of an attack graph, this analysis will ignore the conjunctive nature of the
require relation. The reason lies in that the relationship between alerts is usually
regarded as casual instead of logical [3,7]. Such a conservative approach is more ap-
propriate here, because alerts are often missed by intrusion detection systems. This
analysis is thus an example of a casual, positive and duplicate-eliminating search.
It is backward in alert correlation since the objective of correlation is to find those
alerts that prepare for the current one; it is forward in alert prediction, as the objective
is to enumerate attacks as possible consequences of the current one.

Example 5. In Fig. 1, suppose the current alert maps to the exploit (2, 1, A). The
backward search will first reach conditions (1, x) and (2, y) and then follows (2, y) to
(3, 2, A) and (1, 2, A) to find a previous correlated alert if there is any, or to make a
hypothesis for a missing alert, otherwise. The search continues from (1, 2, A) to (1, y)
and (2, x), then from (1, y) to (3, 1, A) (the branch to (2, 1, A) is a loop and hence
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ignored) and consequently to (1, x) and (3, y). The search stops when it reaches only
initial conditions or if a loop is encountered.

Examples 6 and 7 illustrate two different analyses, namely, enumerating sequences
of relevant exploits (that is, exploits appearing in at least one sequence of attacks
leading to given goal conditions [2]) and finding a network hardening solution (that
is, given goal conditions represented as a logic formula of initial conditions [9]),
respectively. The two analyses, however, share a similar backward, logical, positive
and duplicate-preserving search in the attack graph. The key difference of this search
from previous ones is that it may need to visit a vertex for multiple times. The reason
lies in that duplicate appearances of exploits and conditions must be kept in both
analyses. Preserving duplicates is necessary in enumerating sequences of relevant
exploits, because different sequences may share common exploits or conditions. For
network hardening, the resultant logic formula produced by the analysis clearly con-
tains duplicates.

An additional issue caused by preserving duplicates is the avoidance of loops
in the analysis. Loops in the attack graph are naturally avoided in a duplicate-
eliminating analysis, since such an analysis never needs to revisit a vertex. However,
for duplicate-preserving searches, loops must avoided through maintaining a prede-
cessor list for each vertex [18], as in a standard breadth-first search (BFS) (note that
none of these searches is a standard BFS).

Example 6. In Fig. 1, we start from a given goal condition (1, y) and search back-
wards in the attack graph. First, the two exploits (3, 1, A) and (2, 1, A) are reached.
The former branch ends at initial conditions, and the latter leads to one initial con-
dition (1, x) and an intermediate condition (2, y). The condition (2, y) then leads to
(3, 2, A) and (1, 2, A). The former ends at initial conditions, and the latter leads to
a loop back to (1, y). The relevant exploits with respect to the goal condition (1, y)
are thus (2, 1, A), (3, 1, A) and (3, 2, A) (the exploit (1, 2, A) is not relevant because
it can never be realized before satisfying the goal (1, y) itself).

Example 7. With a similar search, we can transform the goal condition (1, y) into a
logic formula of initial conditions as follows (by regarding the exploits and condi-
tions as Boolean variables). In the fourth line, the value FALSE replaces the second
appearance of the goal condition (1, y), because it is a predecessor of (1, 2, A), indi-
cating a loop. The final result says that if any of the two conditions (1, x) and (3, y)
is disabled, then the goal can no longer be satisfied.

(1, y) ≡ (3, 1, A) ∨ (2, 1, A)

≡ (1, x) ∧ (3, y) ∨ (1, x) ∧ (2, y)

≡ (1, x) ∧ (3, y) ∨ (1, x) ∧ ((3, 2, A) ∨ (1, 2, A))

≡ (1, x) ∧ (3, y) ∨ (1, x) ∧ ((3, y) ∧ (2, x) ∨ (2, x) ∧ FALSE)

≡ (1, x) ∧ (3, y).
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Example 8 illustrates how to compute the effect of disabling a given collection of
initial conditions. This analysis is useful in many applications. For example, it can
be used to determine the potential effect of introducing a new security measure (ef-
fectively some initial conditions will be disabled). It can be used to decided whether
the goal condition is reachable with only stealthy attacks [12]. It can also be used
to update the attack graph when the network configuration has changed and some
initial conditions are no longer satisfied (on other hand, adding a new initial condi-
tion can be easily handled with more iterations in the generation of attack graphs).
Notice that in these applications we can certainly recompute the attack graph from
scratches with the disabled initial conditions removed. However, this is not desired
if the attack graph is much larger than the collection of conditions to be disabled.
Instead, we should incrementally update the attack graph by computing the effect of
disabled conditions.

Example 8 is a forward, logical, negative, duplicate-eliminating search. The ex-
ample shows that such a negative search is quite different from the previous positive
ones. The previous searches are all unidirectional in the sense that the edges are
only followed in one direction (either forwards or backwards). However, the above
forward search actually needs special backward steps. For example, after it reaches
the condition (1, y) from the exploit (2, 1, A), it must go back to see whether other
exploits also imply the condition (1, y) (in this case, the exploit (3, 1, A) does so),
since the imply relation is disjunctive.

Example 8. In Fig. 1, suppose the condition (2, x) is disabled. Then the exploits
(1, 2, A) and (3, 2, A) can no longer be realized. Then the condition (2, y) becomes
unsatisfiable, because it can only be implied by the above two exploits. Finally, the
exploit (2, 1, A) cannot not longer be realized. However, the condition (1, y) is still
satisfiable, due to another exploit (3, 1, A).

More searches are possible by combining the four dimensions stated in Defini-
tion 3. These searches may also need to be combined in an analysis. For example,
deriving a minimal collection of exploits leading to given goal conditions is based on
a backward, logical, positive and duplicate-eliminating search. However, to decide
whether a set of exploits is minimal with respect to satisfying a condition, we must
test whether deleting an exploit from the set can still satisfy the condition [2]. Such
an algorithm thus requires one iteration of a forward, logical, negative and duplicate-
eliminating search. It is our belief that the different type of searches discussed here
can cover many useful analyses of attack graphs.

4. Analyzing attack graphs with relational queries

The previous section has illustrated how typical analyses may be supported us-
ing different searches in an attack graph. This section shows how to realize the
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searches in attack graphs as relational queries based on the relational model given
in Section 2.2. Using these queries as templates will greatly ease writing queries for
new analyses, since the search is the core component of each analysis. Realizing the
search usually comprises a major part of efforts in realizing the analysis. Additional
steps required by an analysis are usually straightforward compared to the search. For
example, for the network hardening analysis described earlier, we only need to add
logic connectives AND and OR to concatenate the partial results collected during the
search [9,18].

4.1. The generation of attack graphs

We start with the generation of attack graphs, which can be regarded as a spe-
cial analysis. As described in the previous section, this analysis is an example of a
forward, logical, positive and duplicate-eliminating search. The key challenge in re-
alizing this search using relational queries lies in its logical aspect. It must take into
account the conjunctive nature of the require relation, that is an exploit cannot be
realized unless all of its required conditions are satisfied. In contrast, the disjunctive
imply relation can be more easily realized using a join operation, since a condition
can be satisfied by any one of the realized exploits. This is illustrated in Example 9.

Example 9. Considering the two relations vc and cv in Table 1. Suppose an exploit
(1, 2, A) is realized, then an equijoin between this tuple and vc followed by a pro-
jection on attributes Hd and c yields the condition (2, y). That is, the realized exploit
(1, 2, A) causes the condition (2, y) to be satisfied. On the other hand, a similar join
between a satisfied condition (1, x) with the relation cv yields a wrong result, that is
the exploit A can be realized on the host 1 (this also requires the condition y to be
satisfied on the source host).

We deal with this issue with two set-difference operations as follows (similar to
the division operation in relational algebra). Intuitively, we first subtract (that is,
set difference) the satisfied conditions from the conditions required by all possible
exploits. The result includes all the unsatisfied but required conditions, from which
we can derive the exploits that cannot be realized. Then we subtract the unrealizable
exploits from all possible exploits to derive those that can indeed be realized. In
Example 9, the first set difference will give the unsatisfied condition (3, y) and (2, y),
which tells us that none of the exploits (3, 1, A) and (2, 1, A) can be realized. The
second set difference then yields the final result as an empty set.

For simplicity of presentation, we shall use relational algebra and psuedo codes.
The queries can be easily implemented using standard SQL, whereas the looping
statements are supported in most procedural extensions, such as PL/SQL. Figure 3
gives a procedure for generating attack graphs in a way similar to that in Example 4.
In the procedure, Q1 and Q2 are temporary relations (we shall use subscripts in num-
bers to denote temporary relations). In Line 3, the Cartesian product hh × ΠV (vc)
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Procedure Generating_Attack_Graph
Input: Relations hh(HH), hc(HC), cv(CV ), vc(V C)
Output: Attack graph represented by Qe(EX), Qc(HC), Qce(CE), Qec(EC)
Method:

1. Let Qc = hc and Qe(EX), Qce(CE), Qec(EC) be empty relations
2. Do
3. Let Q1 = σHs=H∨Hd=H (hh × ΠV (vc) × Qc)
4. Let Q2 = ΠHs,Hd,V ,Hd,C (hh × σF=D(cv)) ∪ ΠHs,Hd,V ,Hs,C (hh×

σF=S(cv)) − Q1
5. Let Qe = (ΠHs,Hd,V (hh × cv) − ΠHs,Hd,V (Q2)) ∪ Qe
6. Let Qce = ΠHd,C,Hs,Hd,V (Qe × σF=D(cv)) ∪ ΠHs,C,Hs,Hd,V (Qe×

σF=S(cv)) ∪ Qce
7. Let Qec = ΠHs,Hd,V ,Hd,C (σQe.V =vc.V (Qe × vc)) ∪ Qec
8. Let Qc = ΠH ,C (Qec) ∪ Qc
9. While |Qc| is increased in Line 8

Fig. 3. Queries for generating attack graphs.

includes all possible exploits, and its join with the satisfied conditions in Qc describes
how these conditions may contribute to the realization of exploits.

In Line 4, the left-hand side of the set difference operator includes all possible
exploits and the conditions they require, from which subtracting Q1 yields the un-
realizable exploits in Q2. Line 5 adds to Qe the exploits realized in this iteration
through subtracting the unrealizable exploits in Q2 from all possible exploits. Lines
6 and 7 collect the edges from conditions required by a realized exploit to that ex-
ploit, and those from an exploit to its implied conditions, respectively. Finally, Line 8
adds to Qc the conditions satisfied in this iteration.

The correctness of the Procedure Generating_Attack_Graph can be easily justified
through mathematical induction on the number of required iterations, and is omitted
here. The set union operation in the procedure does not keep duplicates, and hence
at some point the size of Qc must stop increasing. The procedure thus always termi-
nates. The total number of iterations is bound by the smallest between the number of
all possible exploits and the number of all possible conditions (in the worst case, the
exploits form a chain). Example 10 illustrates how this procedure works.

Example 10. Table 2 shows how the Procedure Generating_Attack_Graph gener-
ates the attack graph in Example 1. For simplicity, we only show the first iteration.
The relation Q1 are the satisfied conditions and their related (but not necessarily
realizable) vulnerabilities. Subtracting those from the conditions required by all pos-
sible exploits yields the two unsatisfied conditions and the unrealizable exploits in
Q2. Then, subtracting the unrealizable exploits from all possible exploits gives the
two realizable exploits in Qe. The exploits then imply the two conditions in Qc. The
edges in Qce and Qec interconnect the conditions and exploits.
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Table 2

An example of one iteration in deriving the complete attack graph

Q1 Q2 Qe

Hs Hd V H C Hs Hd V H C Hs Hd V

1 2 A 1 x 1 2 A 1 y 3 1 A

1 2 A 2 x 2 1 A 2 y 3 2 A

2 1 A 1 x

2 1 A 2 x

3 1 A 1 x

3 1 A 3 y

3 2 A 2 x

3 2 A 3 y

Qce Qec Qc

H C Hs Hd V Hs Hd V H C H C

1 x 3 1 A 3 1 A 1 y 1 y

2 x 3 2 A 3 2 A 2 y 2 y

3 y 3 1 A

3 y 3 2 A

4.2. Alert correlation and prediction

In contrast to a logical search, realizing a casual search in relational queries is
more straightforward. Figure 4 states a procedure corresponding to the backward,
casual, positive and duplicate-eliminating search in alert correlation in Example 5.
The forward search for alert prediction can be realized in a similar way and hence is
omitted. First, the relation Q3 includes the conditions reachable from the current ex-
ploits while ignoring the conjunctive relationship between those conditions. Second,
subtracting from Q3 the initial conditions in hc and the previously visited conditions
in Q5 (to avoid loops) yields the reachable conditions and consequently the exploits
in Q4. The above two steps are repeated until no more conditions are left (that is,
all the conditions are in hc or in Q5). The exploits encountered in this process are
collected in QA as the final result. Loops are avoided in this process because the set
union operation does not keep duplicates and the relation Q5 ensures each condition
to be visited at most once.

Example 11. Table 3 shows the three iterations corresponding to the backward
search in Example 5. The first iteration starts from the given exploit (2, 1, A) and
reaches two exploits (1, 2, A) and (3, 2, A) through the condition (2, y). The sec-
ond iteration reaches (3, 1, A) and (2, 1, A) through (1, y). The exploit (2, 1, A) leads
to two previously visited conditions (that is, a loop) and the other exploit (3, 1, A)
reaches only initial conditions. Consequently, no new exploit appears in Q4 in this
iteration and the search terminates.
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Procedure Alert_Correlation
Input: Relations hh(HH), hc(HC), cv(CV ), vc(V C) and a tuple (hs, hd, V )
Output: A collection of exploits QA
Method:

1. Let Q3(HC), Q5 and QA be empty relations and Q4(EX) = {(hs, hd, V )}
2. Do
3. Let Q3 = Πhd,C (Q4 � σF=D(cv)) ∪ Πhs,C (Q4 � σF=S(cv))
4. Let Q4 = ΠHs,Hd,V (σHd=H∧Q3.C=vc.C (hh × (Q3 − hc − Q5) × vc))
5. Let Q5 = Q5 ∪ Q3
6. Let QA = QA ∪ Q4
9. While Q4 is not empty

Fig. 4. Queries for alert correlation.

Table 3

An example of analyzing attack graphs for alert correlation and prediction

First iteration Q3 Q4 Q5 QA

H C Hs Hd V H C Hs Hd V

1 x 1 2 A 1 x 1 2 A

2 y 3 2 A 2 y 3 2 A

Second iteration Q3 Q4 Q5 QA

H C Hs Hd V H C Hs Hd V

1 y 3 1 A 1 x 1 2 A

2 x 2 1 A 2 y 3 2 A

3 y 1 y 3 1 A

2 x 2 1 A

3 y

Third iteration Q3 Q4 = φ Q5 QA

H C H C Hs Hd V

1 x 1 x 1 2 A

3 y 2 y 3 2 A

2 y 1 y 3 1 A

2 x 2 1 A

3 y

4.3. Enumerating relevant attacks and network hardening

Figure 5 states the relational queries for the backward, logical, positive and
duplicate-preserving search used to enumerate relevant exploits or to generate the
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Procedure Relevant_Attack_Network_Hardening
Input: Relations hh(HH), hc(HC), cv(CV ), vc(V C) and a non-empty relation
Q7(HC)
Method:

1. Let Q6(EX) be empty relations
2. Do
3. Let Q6 = ΠHs,Hd,V (Qec � (Q7 − hc))
4. Let Q7 = ΠH ,C (Qce � Q6)
9. While Q6 is not empty

Fig. 5. Queries for enumerating relevant attacks and network hardening.

Table 4

An example of enumerating relevant exploits and network hardening

First iteration Q6 Q7

Hs Hd V H C

3 1 A 1 x

2 1 A 2 y

1 x

3 y

Second iteration Q6 Q7

Hs Hd V H C

3 2 A 3 y

2 x

logic formula in network hardening. The two queries at Lines 3 and 4 simply tra-
verse the attack graph. Note that the actual analyses will require additional steps,
such as adding the and and or connectives. Also, a predecessor list should be main-
tained for each visited vertex to avoid loops. These should be realized outside the
procedure. Example 12 illustrates this search.

Example 12. Table 4 shows the iterations corresponding to the procedure in Exam-
ples 6 and 7. Originally, Q7 = {(1, y)}.

4.4. Effect of disabling initial conditions

Figure 6 shows the relational queries for the forward, logical, negative, duplicate-
eliminating search used for computing the effect of disabling initial conditions.
Line 3 derives unrealizable exploits from disabled conditions through a join.
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Procedure Disabled_Conditions
Input: Relations hh(HH), hc(HC), cv(CV ), vc(V C) and a non-empty relation
Q11(HC) ⊆ hc
Output: A collection of conditions Qc and exploits Qe
Method:

1. Let Q8(EX), Q9(EC), Q10(EC), Qe and Qc be empty relations
2. Do
3. Let Q8 = ΠHs,Hd,V (Q11 � Qce)
4. Let Q9 = Q8 � Qec
5. Let Q10 = Qec � ΠH ,C (Q9) − Q9
6. Let Q11 = ΠH ,C (Q9) − ΠH ,C (Q10)
7. Let Qe = Qe ∪ Q8
8. Let Qc = Qc ∪ Q11
9. While Q11 is not empty

Fig. 6. Queries for computing the effect of disabled conditions.

Table 5

An example of incremental updates

First iteration

Q8 Q9 Q10 = φ Q11

Hs Hd V Hs Hd V H C H C

3 2 A 3 2 A 2 y 2 y

1 2 A 1 2 A 2 y

Second iteration

Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 = φ

Hs Hd V Hs Hd V H C Hs Hd V H C

2 1 A 2 1 A 1 y 3 1 A 1 y

Lines 4–6 use two set difference operations to derive the unsatisfied conditions. Here
the disjunctive nature of the imply relation must be taken into consideration. That is,
a condition will be unsatisfied, if all of the exploits implying it are unrealizable (be-
cause any such exploit will be sufficient to satisfy the condition). Finally, the results
are collected in the two relations Qc and Qe. Example 13 illustrates this search.

Example 13. Table 5 shows the iterations corresponding to the procedure in Exam-
ple 8 (the results in Qc and Qe are omitted for simplicity). Originally, Q11 = {(2, x)}.
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5. Empirical results

To study the performance of the proposed approach, we implement the analyses
discussed in previous sections. The corresponding queries are written in PL/SQL and
tested in Oracle 9i in its default settings on a Pentium IV 2 GHz PC with 512 MB
RAM. In our preliminary experiments, we test the queries against the attack scenario
originally studied in [2]. The results of analyses match those reported in [2], which
justifies the correctness of our techniques.

We have two main objectives in testing the performance of our techniques. First,
we want to determine whether the running time is practical for interactive analysis
of attack graphs. For most decision support systems, the typical delay to a query that
is considered as tolerable in interactive analyses is usually in a matter of seconds.
Such a short delay is also critical to the analysis of attack graphs, especially when
the analysis is used for real-time detection and prevention of intrusions. The sec-
ond purpose of the experiments is to determine whether the techniques scale well in
the size of attack graphs. Although the attack graph may be very large for a large
network, an analysis and its result usually only involves a small part of the attack
graph. The running time of an analysis thus depend on how efficiently an analysis
searches the attack graph. We expect the mature optimization techniques available
in most databases can transparently improve the performance and make the analyses
more scalable. To test the queries against large attack graphs in a manageable way,
we increase the number of vertices in the original attack graph by randomly inserting
new hosts with random connectivity and vulnerabilities. We then execute the same
set of analyses in the new network and measure the running time of each analysis.

The main results are shown in Fig. 7. All the results have 95% confidence inter-
vals within about 5% of the reported values. The left-hand side shows the running
time of generating the attack graph in the size of that attack graph. The attack graph
with about 20,000 vertices can be generated in less than seven minutes. The result
also shows that our methods scale well in the size of attack graphs. The right-hand

Fig. 7. The performance of analyzing attack graphs using relational queries.
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side shows the running time of each analysis in the size of the attack graph. The
result shows that all the analyses require less than a second, which clearly meets
the requirement of an interactive analysis. The analyses all scale well with the size
of the attack graph. This proves our conjecture that the optimization techniques in
databases such as indexing can transparently help to keep analyses efficient. A closer
look at the result reveals that the increase in running time is mainly caused by larger
results. This also explains the fact that the incremental update analysis scales differ-
ently from the other two. That is, the effect of disabled initial conditions does not
change much when the size of the attack graph increases.

6. Conclusion

We have proposed a relational model to support interactive analysis of attack
graphs for intrusion detection and prevention. We have shown that the complete
attack graph can be represented as relational views. Any analysis of attack graphs
are thus relational queries against the views. We showed how to write relational
queries for typical analyses previously studied in the literature. This approach made
the analysis of attack graphs an interactive process similar to that in the decision sup-
port systems. As a side effect, the mature optimization techniques existing in most
relational databases also improved the performance of analyses.
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